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Assam Schedule VII, Form No- 132    

 

     HIGH COURT FORM NO.(j) 2. 

    HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT 

                 IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO- 1 AT NALBARI 

       DISTRICT- NALBARI 

 

 

    Title Suit case No- 42 of 2013 

 

 

 Present:              Dulumoni Das, LLM AJS 

                               Munsiff No- 1, Nalbari 

  

 

        On this 25th day of June, 2018 

 

1. Md. Manser Ali 

S/O- Late Surjya Ali @ Sheikh 

Vill- Loharkatha 

Mouza- Pub-Barkhetri 

Dist- Nalbari, Assam 

 

2. Md. Majnu Ali 

S/O- Late Gharpur Ali @ Sheikh 

R/O- Loharkatha, Mouza- Pub- Barkhetri 

Dist- Nalbari, Assam 

                                                                                                   ……………… Plaintiffs 
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   -Versus- 

 

1. Md. Majafar Ali @ Masfir 

2. Md. Siddique Ali 

3. Md. Aijuddin Ahmed @ Aibuddin 

4. Md. Mainul Ali @ Mainuddin 

All are S/O- Late Babjan Ali 

Resident Of- Loharkatha  

Mouza- Pub- Barkhetri 

PS & Dist- Nalbari, Assam 

5. Musstt. Hayatjon Bibi 

W/O- Late Aftabuddin 

6. Md. Rafique Ali 

S/O- Late Aftabuddin 

7. Md. Safique Ali 

S/O- Late Aftabuddin 

8. Md. Putu Ali 

S/O- Late Aftabuddin 

9. Md. Hasim Ali 

S/O- Late Aftabuddin 

10. Musstt. Banu Bibi 

W/O- Late Jamsher Ali @ Ramsher 

11. Md. Sana Ali 

S/O- Late Jamsher Ali 

12. Md. Ratul Ali  

S/O- Late Jamsher Ali                   

               ......Principal Defendants 

 

13. Md. Kutub Ali 

S/O- Late Farmud Ali     
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            …….. Pro-forma Defendant 

 

All are resident of 

Village- Loharkatha 

Mouza- Pub-Barkhetri 

Dist- Nalbari, Assam     

 

 

This suit coming on for final re-hearing on 30/11/2017 in the presence of: 

 

Sri Manabendra Sarma        Advocate for the plaintiff(s) 

   

 

  Abdul Mazid 

  Sri Phanidhar Kalita                 Advocate of the defendant(s) 

 

   

 

And having stood for consideration on this day, the court delivered the 

following judgment:-  

 

 

 JUDGMENT 

 

1. The plaintiff has instituted this suit for declaration of right, title and 

interest and permanent injunction.  
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The case of the plaintiff  

  

2. The brief fact leading to the institution of this suit as revealed from the 

plaint is that, the plaintiffs are the resident of Loharkatha village under 

Mouza- Pub Barkhetri District-Nalbari. Plaintiff no. 1 Manser Ali is the legal 

heir of late Surya Ali @ Sheikh and plaintiff no. 2 is the legal heir of late 

Gharpur Ali. Both late Surya Ali and Late Gharpur Ali were brothers. The 

defendants are also from same village and they are the legal heirs of late 

Babjan Ali S/O late Dandi Ali. The six sons who are the legal heirs of late 

Babjan Ali Ali are i. Aftabuddin, ii. Jamsher Ali, iii. Majafar Ali, iv. Siddique 

Ali, v. Aijuddin Ali, and vi. Moinul Ali. Amongst them Aftabuddin and 

Jamsher Ali has expired. The defendant no. 5/6/7/8/9 are the legal heirs 

of late Aftabuddin and defendant no. 10/11/12 are the legal heirs of late 

Jamsher Ali. The Original Patta of the land describe in schedule of village 

Loharkatha under Mouza Pub- Barkhetri is in the name of Surya Sheikh 

and Gharpur Sheikh the legal heirs of Late Niyamat Ali. The total land of 

the suit patta is 11 Bighas 1 Katha 18 Lechas covered by KP Patta no. 

276, Dag No. 928. During settlement the Patta number changed and 

converted as Patta no. 84 and Dag no. 1001. During that time equal 

portion of land measuring 1 Bigha 1 Katha 15 Lechas of land is exchanged 

by the predecessor of plaintiff and defendant and accordingly in the suit 

Dag the name of defendant’s father entered by way of mutation in the 

western portion of said Dag. The name of defendants as legal heirs 

entered in revenue records after Babjan Ali. After mutation total land 2 

Bighas 6 Lechas is acquired by the government for embankment of 

Brahmaputra from both sides under said patta and both sides received 

the value of acquisition from government. Upon receiving the value of 

land acquisition only 2 Katha 10 Lechas of land in the suit Dag and Patta 

is left with defendants. Defendant Aftabuddin during his life time on 

behalf of all the defendants sold and handed over possession of their 

entire share of land 2 Katha 10 Lechas in the suit dag and patta to one 

Kameswar Kalita S/O Dehoram. The name of Kameshwar is accordingly 

mutated in suit patta and same amount of land is sold to defendant 13 

Kutub Ali by Kameswar Kalita. Now Kutub Ali is the pattadar in suit patta. 
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Accordingly, in suit patta defendants are not entitled to get any land or 

they have no land in suit patta. As no correction is done in revenue 

records hence the name of defendants in revenue records is just hanging 

and just from hanging name in revenue record the defendants are not 

entitled to claim right, title, interest and possession over the suit land. 

The total land 9 Bighas 1 Katha 12 Lechas is left in suit patta after 

acquisition by the government. The plaintiff has the right, title and 

interest in entire 9B 1K 12L land and is paying land revenue and also 

occupying and possessing the entire land. The Circle Officer and Lat 

Mandol of Barkhetri revenue circle on dated 24/05/07 as per application 

of plaintiff no. 1 on 03/04/07, during life time of Aftabuddin measured 

and demarcated the disputed patta land and handed over to defendant 

their portion of land with having their right, title and interest. It is stated 

that the defendant no. 1/2/3 and 4 are very intriguer and claver person. 

Witnessing the name hanging in revenue record and out of greed the 

defendants demanded right, title and interest hiding that earlier 

predecessor of both plaintiff and defendant exchanged their land. On 

9/5/13 the defendants tried to possess the disputed land by way of 

measuring and demarcating land through CO Barkhetri Revenue circle. 

Plaintiffs protested for which Lat Mandol failed to hand over possession to 

defendants. It is stated that principal defendants are cunning and vulgar 

person and are threatening to possess 3 Bighas of land from western side 

anyhow. Hence, this suit.  

 

The Case of the defendant 

3. The defendants appeared in this court after summon is served upon them 

and principal defendants submitted their written statement. In their 

written statement, defendant pleaded that, there is no cause of action for 

the suit, suit is not maintainable in law, suit is bad for suppression of 

material facts, and took such other usual plea. The defendants pleaded 

that as per their version the real fact is that defendants falling in prey for 

unlawful gain and evil design of others claiming falsely lodged this case. It 

is stated that the western end part of land describe in schedule Ga of the 
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plaint is the ancestral land of defendants. The predecessor of defendants 

late Babjan Ali during his life time while possessing and enjoying has 

expired and after his death the defendants as legal heirs are occupying, 

possessing and enjoying the said land. It is stated that land describe in 

schedule ‘Ga’ is low land and defendants are using the said land as pond 

and rearing fish they are doing business. The land occupying by the 

defendants are bounded by in North- Embankment, South- Kutub Ali, 

East- Plaintiffs and West - Land of Kutub Ali in another Dag. It is stated 

that Kutub Ali for rearing fishes possessing the said land under 

defendants for a year. Predecessor of defendants Babjan Ali was the 

owner with having right, title, interest and possession to the present Basti 

land of plaintiffs and Babjan Ali exchanged his said Basti land with 3 

Bighas of western end side disputed suit land of the predecessor of 

plaintiffs Surya Ali @ Sheikh and Gharpur Ali @ Sheikh and both sides 

handed over possession. Defendants denied that equal land was 

exchanged. Babjan Ali by way of exchanged gave valuable and Basti land 

to predecessor of plaintiffs and the disputed land in possession of 

defendants is of low land and less valuable land. It is stated plaintiffs 

have no right to claim disputed 3 Bighas of land. Defendants denied that 

Aftabuddin during his life time sold 2 K 10L land of disputed Dag to one 

Kameswar Kalita and handed over possession to him. It is also stated that 

as per Jamabandi record it is seen that as per order dated 31/01/84 in 

respect of 2k 10L land of disputed Dag No. 1001 the Kameswar Talukdar 

on purchasing is mutated in revenue record in place of Surya Sheikh. 

Hence, the plaintiffs are not entitled to get any reliefs and suit is liable to 

be dismissed.   

ISSUES 

 

4. At the time of writing judgment issues are not found with record. Hence, 

upon pleading of parties and hearing both sides on dated 18/06/18, I 

framed 7 issues. Learned advocate of both sides gone through on newly 

framed issues and submitted they will not adduce any further evidence on 

any newly framed issues. Following are the issues ---------- 
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a. Whether there is any cause of action of this suit? 

b. Whether the suit is maintainable? 

c. Whether the plaintiffs have got right, title and interest and possession 

over the suit land? 

d. Whether defendants have right, title and interest over the land 

described in Schedule ‘Ga’ of plaint? 

e. Whether the predecessor of defendants got the right, title and interest 

over the land measuring 3 bighas on the western side of the suit land 

in exchange of 1B 1K 15L with the predecessor of plaintfiffs? 

f. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the relief(s) prayed for? 

g. To what other relief(s) the parties are entitled to? 

5. To substantiate the issues framed in this suit the plaintiff side submitted 

evidence in affidavit of plaintiff Md. Manser Ali as PW1, one Md. Naser Ali 

as PW2, and one Md. Safed Ali as PW3. The PWs are duly cross examined 

by the contesting defendants. While defendant Md. Majaffar Ali adduced 

evidence as DW1, one Md. Hashim Ali adduced evidence as DW2, one 

Md. Kuddus Ali adduced evidence as DW3, one Md. Makshed Ali as Dw4 

and one Md. One Md. Anuwar Hussain Sarkar, Lat Mandol of Barkhetri 

Revenue Circle is examined as CW1. All the DWs are duly cross examined 

by the plaintiff side. CW1 is also cross examined. The plaintiff advocate 

submitted synopsis of written argument. I have heard argument put 

forwarded by the learned counsels of both sides and gone through the 

case record. 

 DETERMINATION OF THE ISSUES, DECISION 

AND REASONS THEREOF 

 

6. ISSUES NO-(a) The plaintiffs are the legal heirs of Surya Ali and 

Gharpur Ali. Both Surya Ali and Gharpur Ali were brothers in their relation. 

Plaintiff stated that suit land measuring 11B 1K 18L belongs to original 

pattadars Surya Ali and Gharpur Ali. Defendant side also admitted that 
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the predecessor of plaintiffs were the original pattadars. Plaintiffs claimed 

that during the time of settlement by way of exchange 1B 1K 15L land in 

suit patta was given to the predecessor of defendants by the predecessor 

of plaintiffs. Defendants admitted the fact of exchange of land by their 

predecessor with the predecessor of plaintiffs but denied contention that 

only 1B 1K 15L was given to predecessor of defendants. It is contended 

by defendants that their predecessor received 3 Bighas in exchange with 

1B 1K 15L land with the predecessor of plaintiffs. Explaining the reasons 

of receiving unequal quantity the defendants stated that their land given 

in exchange is more valuable and Basti land while the land they received 

in exchange is low land and less valuable land. Defendants also denied of 

losing any land due to embankment and of receiving money for the same 

and also denied the contention that their remaining land in suit patta is 

sold to one Kameswar Kalita by the defendant Aftabuddin. Hence, in view 

of assertion by one party and denial by the other I find there is cause of 

action which required to be decided by the competent court.  

7. ISSUES NO-(b) The defendants in their W/S challenged the 

maintainability in one line stating that suit is not maintainable. There is no 

specific averment regarding what circumstances the suit is not 

maintainable. Hence, in absence of any specific mention I find the suit 

maintainable.  

8. ISSUES NO- (e ) The predecessor of the plaintiffs namely Surya 

Ali and Gharpur Ali were the original pattadars of the suit land measuring 

11B 1K 18L covered by Dag No- 928 and patta no- 276 after settlement 

the suit patta number and Dag number converted to Patta no- 84 Dag no- 

1001. In the said suit patta defendants are claiming right, title and 

interest in 3B of land more specifically shown in the Schedule Ga of the 

plaint. The plaintiff contended that after exchange of land with the 

predecessor of defendant and acquisition of land due to embankment the 

remaining suit patta land is 9B 1K 12L over which plaintiffs have right, 

title and interest. The plaintiff as PW1 in support of his plea exhibited the 

certified copy of draft chitha of getting 1B 1K 15L of land covered by KP 

Patta No- 183 and Dag No- 948 by way of exchange from predecessor of 

defendant in Ext. 1 and also exhibited certified copy of chitha as Ext. 2 
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wherein the defendants predecessor Babjan Ali is shown to have obtained 

1B 1K 15L of land in KP Patta No- 276 and Dag No- 928 by way of 

exchange. PW1 both in his plaint as well as in evidence reiterated that 

they have got 1B 1K 15L land by way of exchange from defendants. In 

cross also PW1 reveal that they got 1B 1K 15L of land from Babjan Ali by 

way of exchange land and in that land they are now living by constructing 

houses. PW1 stated for getting this land they also gave land to Babjan Ali. 

PW1 denied suggestion that defendants have possession over 3 bighas of 

land and also denied suggestion that in suit patta they do not have land 

measuring 9B 1K 12L. PW1 reveal in his evidence in chief he stated 

defendants came to occupy/possess 3Bighas of land. PW1 in his later part 

of cross also stated defendants forcefully claimed their land and is trying 

to sell their land.  PW2 during cross reveal plaintiffs wants 3 bighas of 

land in possession and occupation of defendants. PW3 during cross reveal 

he is not aware who have got what amount of land during exchange. 

DW1 during cross reiterated plaintiffs were given 1B 1K 15L of Basti land 

where as they have been given 3B of low land near embankment. 

However, defendants did not produce any documentary evidence to show 

that by way of exchange they have received 3 bighas of land in suit patta 

from the predecessor of plaintiff. Also Dw1 admitted he is not aware 

when the said exchange of land between predecessors took place, and is 

not even aware if on any paper document said exchange of land too 

place. Defendant side did not cross examine PW1 on Ext. 2 nor put any 

suggestion to challenged Ext. 2. DW1 simply reveal that 3B of land is 

mutated in the name of Babjan. But during cross Dw1 expressed his lack 

of knowledge if as per Ext. 2 their name mutated in respect of 1B 1K 15L 

of land only. Likewise, Dw2 in his cross claimed his grandfather Babjan Ali 

exchanged land with the predecessor of plaintiffs namely Gharpur and 

Surya and 3B of land was given to Babjan in suit Dag 1001 whereas 

Babjan gave only 1B 1K 15L of Basti land. He too expressed his lack of 

knowledge if their land was exchange in by way of writing. From evidence 

of DW4 it appears he is not aware how Babjan got land in suit patta. 

From evidence of Dw2, Dw3 and Dw4 we find that 3B of suit land which 

is low land and due to flood become a pond now been using by one 

Kutub Ali for rearing fishes and is doing business by selling fishes. PW2 
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and PW3 also support this fact and reveal Kutub using the pond in suit 

land as fishery since long. DW2 clarified neither their house nor the house 

of his uncle is adjacent to said pond. But during cross Dw2 and Dw3 

stated Kutub is using that pond under them. While Dw4 deposed that 

pond belongs to both Manser and Muzaffir and the pond is given on rent. 

Evidence recorded of all PWs demonstrate that 3B suit land is low land 

and due to flood land converted to a pond and using the said pond as 

fishery Kutub is doing business and after his death his sons are doing the 

same. It is also cleared that neither the house of plaintiffs nor the ouse of 

defendants is adjacent to pond. Both Ext. 1 and Ext. Kha certified copy of 

draft chitha shows during settlement in the year 1957-64 in KP Surya 

Seikh and Gharpur Seikh received 1B 1K 15L from Babjan and likewise 

Babjan received 1B 1K 15L in suit Patta by way of exchanged. It is not 

disputed that predecessor of plaintiffs received 1B 1K 15L of land in 

exchanged from the predecessor of defendant but claim of defendants to 

received 3B land in exchanged of land is not proved.  

9. ISSUES NO-(c )(d) The land describe in schedule Ka is the total 

land of suit patta. The land describe in Schedule Kha is the total land 

which is left after acquisition by government for embankment and after 

giving exchange land to defendant. While land describe in schedule Ga is 

the land wherein defendants are claiming ownership. Schedule Ga 

contains 3 Bighas of land in the western portion of Dag No. 1001. 

Defendants admitted their predecessor are not the original pattadars of 

the suit land and received the said 3 Bighas during settlement by way of 

land exchange from the predecessor of plaintiffs. Plaintiff side 

categorically claimed that their predecessor gave only 1B 1K 15L in 

exchange of land which is equal to the land they received from 

predecessor of defendants. Perusal of Ext. 1 we find Surya Seikh and 

Gharpur Seikh received 1B 1K 15L of land of KP Patta No. 183 and Dag 

No. 948 from Babjan by way of exchange. While Ext. 2 shows Babjan 

received 1B 1K 15L of land by way of exchange from Gharpur. Defendant 

side did not dispute Ext. 2. Defendant side also failed to exhibit any 

document in support that their predecessor received 3B of suit land by 

way of exchange of land during settlement. Dw1 and Dw2 even not 
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aware whether land was exchange between predecessors by executing 

any paper document. Moreover, Dws admitted that said land is low land 

and like a pond and now using by Kutub for rearing fishes and are doing 

business by selling fishes under them. Kutub has died and he is not made 

witness by the defendant side. It is also a fact that allegation of plaintiffs 

is that defendant sold their remaining portion of land in suit patta to one 

Kameswar Kalita and said Kameswar later on sold the land to Kutub, and 

plaintiff side admitted Kutub is in possession of said land.  

10. It is well established that best evidence should always be given. Section 

91 and 92 of Indian Evidence Act deals with exclusion of oral and 

documentary evidence. Section 91 reads as: when the terms of a 

contract, or of a grant, or of any other disposition of property, have been 

reduced to the form of a document, and in all cases in which any matter 

is required by law to be reduced to the form of a document no evidence 

shall be given in proof of the terms of such contract, grant or other 

disposition of property, or of such matter, except the document itself, or 

secondary evidence of its contents in cases in which secondary evidence 

is admissible under the provision herein before contained. This section 

forbids the proof of the contents of a writing otherwise than by the 

writing itself. Section 92 reads as: when the terms of any such contract, 

grant or other disposition of property, or any matter required by law to be 

reduced to the form of a document have been proved according to the 

last section, no evidence of any oral agreement or statement shall be 

admitted, as between the parties to any such instrument or their 

representatives in interest, for the purpose of contradicting, varying 

adding to, or substracting from, its term. Thus oral evidence is not on 

sound basis. Ext. 2 clearly shows ownership of land is exchanged in 

respect of 1B 1K 15L of land to the name of Babjan. Ext. 4 shows name 

of predecessor of defendants entered in revenue record of suit Dag, 

Patta. Defendant side did not disputed Ext. 1 and Ext. 2 which shows 

both predecessor of plaintiffs and defendants received 1B 1K 15L each by 

way of exchange. Predecessor of defendants received said 1B 1K 15L in 

suit dag and Patta.  
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11. The DW1 contended for embankment Manser also lost few lands and at 

the same time express his ignorance how much land he has lost for 

embankment. Defendants in their W/S denied fact of losing their land in 

suit patta during embankment. It is admitted position of Manser Ali that 

after exchange of land from both sides land measuring 2B 6L is acquired 

by the government for embankment in the western end portion of Dag 

No. 1001. In Ext. 4 certified copy of Jamabandi it is clearly mentioned 

that land measuring 2B 6L is acquired by the government for 

embankment. The Ext. 4 Trace Map also shows embankment cross over 

the western portion of land. Defendant side claimed 3B of land in western 

part of the suit Dag. In view of the evidence of PW1, DW1, Jamabandi 

copy and Trace Map it is obvious that land measuring 2B 6L land in 

western portion is acquired by the government out of the land from suit 

Dag. Plaintiff failed to show exact land lost by the defendants during 

acquisition. Defendants on the other hand denied losing any land during 

acquisition by govt. the burden is on the part of plaintiffs to show area of 

land lost by the defendants for embankment. Plaintiffs failed to discharge 

their burden. Pw1 just asserted that embankment crossing over the land 

of western side is not enough to hold that defendants also lost portion of 

their land. Entire western portion is not acquired by government. Ext. 5 

shows in the year 2007 both plaintiffs wrote a application to Barkhetri 

revenue circle office for demarcation of their land measuring 9B 1K 10L of 

KP Patta no. 84 of Dag No. 1001. Pw1 in his evidence stated that as per 

their application on 03/04/07 in presence of defendants the Lat Mandol 

measuring land handed over to them possession of 9B 1K 12L land.  PW3 

corroborated evidence of PW1 and affirmed he was present at the time 

when Mandol handed over possession of boundary to plaintiff and that 

time Mandol took his signature as witness. Further PW3 also reveal that 

Aftabuddin also put signature in Ext. 5 in his presence. Plaintiffs admitted 

that after acquisition remaining land left with defendants is sold to one 

Kameswar by the defendants, then within that demarcated land 9B 1K 

12L the land of defendants to be included as after deducting the land lost 

for embankment (2B 6L) from total land the measuring 11B 1K 18L the 

remaining land is only 9B 1K 12L.  
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12. During argument ld. Counsel of plaintiffs submitted that after acquisition 

defendant Aftabuddin sold their remaining land to one Kameswar Kalita, 

and the name of defendants just hanging in suit patta and in next 

settlement their name will be deleted from suit patta. On the other hand 

defendant side stated that it is plaintiff Surya Sheikh sold land to 

Kameswar Kalita. Both plaintiffs and defendants exhibited certified 

jamabandi copy Ext. 4 and Ext. Ka. And in both jamabandi it is mentioned 

that as per order dated 31/09/84 in place of number 4 pattadar the name 

of Kameswar s/o Dehoram is mutated in respect of 2K 10L of land. In Ext. 

4 the name of Aftabuddin is shown as number 4 Pattadar, whereas in Ext. 

Ka the name of Surya Seikh is shown as number 4 pattadar. Record 

shows on this point for clarification a report from CO, Barkhetri is called 

for on petition of plaintiffs. Report is sent on dated 5/8/16. In his report 

CO, Barkhetri stated that as per order dated 31/09/84 land measuring 2K 

10L of KP Patta No- 84 Dag No- 1001 of village-Loharkatha, Mouza- Pub 

Barkhetri, Nalbari is mutated in the name of Sri Kameswar S/O- Deho by 

way of purchasing in place of pattdar No-4. Along with the report CO sent 

certified copy of hand written Jamabandi of KP Patta 84 of Dag No- 1001. 

As per the said hand written jamabandi copy the number 4 pattadar is 

Aftabuddin. On further clarification when CO, Barketri is summoned he 

sent Lat Mandol of Barkhetri revenue circle who is examined as court 

witness. Lat Mandol present along with jamabandi and hand chitha. Lat 

Mandol asserted that as per order dated 31/1/84 in place of Pattadar No. 

4 the name of Kameswar is mutated in KP Patta No- 84 of Dag No. 1001 

in respect of land measuring 2K 10L. And also asserted the name of 

number 4 pattadar is Aftabuddin. During cross CW1 reveal that the sale 

deed number of Kameswar is not available in jamabandi and chitha. From 

the evidence of CW1 we find the name of defendants mutated by way of 

inheritance in place of Babjan and as per Jamabandi the name of number 

4 pattadar is Aftabuddin and the name of Kameswar is mutated “in place 

of number 4 pattadar” which means that no land left with legal heirs of 

Babjan after land sold to Kameswar. The total land in suit patta as stated 

by the plaintiffs is 11B 1K 18L and after acquisition of 2B 6L by the 

government the remaining land will be 9B 1K 12L. Now, plaintiff version if 

to be belief defendants sold 2K 10L to one Kameswar Kalita. But if after 
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acquisition land left is 9B 1K 12L and plaintiffs on the one hand claiming 

whole land left after acquisition and on the other hand stated after 

acquisition defendants sold 2K 10L land of said suit patta to one 

Kameswar. However, plaintiffs to prove that 2K 10L land sold to 

Kameswar by defendant Aftabuddin called for report from CO and 

examined Lat Mandol. As already mentioned that along with report CO 

sent certified copy of jamabandi from the hand written jamabandi of 

office and with evidence of Lat Mandol it is affirmed that pattadar number 

4 is Aftabuddin. Hence, defendant is entitled to get 4 Katha 5 Lechas of 

land in suit patta out of said 1B 1K 15L after selling of 2K 10L to one 

Kameswar by the defendants. While plaintiffs failed to show that any land 

in suit patta is lost by the defendants for embankment even though it is 

been prove that for embankment government acquired 2B 6L of land from 

suit patta, and hence plaintiffs have right, title and interest in 7B 2K 11L 

of land only, which is the land left after acquisition and after giving to 

defendants their portion of exchange land 1B 1K 15L in suit patta. Both 

issue decided accordingly.  

13. ISSUES NO-( e)(f) In view of above observation I find that 

plaintiffs have right, title, interest and possession over the land measuring 

7B 2K 11L of KP Patta No- 84 of Dag No. 1001 of village Loharkatha 

mouza- Pub-Barkhetri. The claim of right, title and interest of defendants 

over Schedule Ga land is not illegal as we find defendants have right, title 

and interest over 4K 5L of land in the western portion of the suit land as 

shown in Schedule Ga of the plaint.  

 

ORDER 

 

In the result the suit of the plaintiff is partly decreed on contest without 

cost.  

It is decreed declaring that plaintiffs have right, title and interest and 

possession over the land measuring 7B 2K 11L of KP Patta No- 84 of Dag 

No. 1001 of village Loharkatha mouza- Pub-Barkhetri. The claim of right, 
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title and interest of defendants over Schedule Ga land is not illegal as we 

find defendant still have right, title and interest over 4K 5L of land in the 

western portion of the suit land as shown in Schedule Ga of the plaint.  

Prepare decree accordingly.    

The judgment is written, signed, sealed, tagged with the case record, 

pronounced and delivered in the Open Court on this the 25th day of JUNE 

2018.  

Dulumoni Das 

Munsiff No- 1, Nalbari 
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APPENDIX 

 
Witnesses examined by the Plaintiff: 

 
1. PW1- Md. Manser Ali 
2. PW2- Md. Naser Ali 
3. PW3- Md. Safed Ali  

 
Documents exhibited by the Plaintiff: 

 
1. Ext. 1- Certified copy of draft chitha of KP Patta No- 276 
2. Ext. 2- Certified Copy of draft chitha 
3. Ext. 3- Certified Copy of Trace Map 
4. Ext. 4- certified Copy of Jamabandi 
5. Ext. 5- Certified Copy of petition of demarcation of land  
6. Ext. 6(1-3) - Land revenue receipts 
7. Ext. 7- Revenue clearance certificate 
Witnesses examined by the Defendant: 
 
1. DW1- Md. Majafar Ali @ Masfir Ali 
2. DW2- Md. Hasim Ali 
3. DW3- Md. Kuddus Ali 
4. DW4- Md. Maksed Ali 

 
Court Witness 

 
5. Anowar Hussain Sarkar 

 
Documents exhibited by the Defendant: 
 
1. Ext. Ka- Certified Copy of Jamabandi 
2. Ext. Kha- Certified Copy of draft Chitha 
3. Ext. Ga- land revenue receipt.   

 

DULUMONI DAS 

MUNSIFF NO- 1, NALBARI 

 

 

 

 

 


